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It 's said t hat doct ors bury t heir mist akes. Somet imes t hey dissect t hem f irst
T hey're waiting f or you to do something stupid. In f act, they're counting on it.
Maybe you're wrapped a little tighter than the next guy. Maybe you're a bit more reckless, a bit more likelyto try
to beat that truck through the intersection, a bit less likely to turn the other cheek when some joker gets in
your f ace. Or maybe you're the rugged, outdoor type—because, let's f ace it, things happen to outdoor types.
You lose your grip and tumble of f that sheer rock you're climbing. You're working in the yard with the chain saw
and hit a broken bolt buried deep in that piece of wood.
T hat's all it takes sometimes.
T he stats are on their side. According to the Centers f or Disease Control, the mortality rate due to injury
among men 18 to 35 years old is about twice that of the national average. If you f all within that age range,
you're about f our times more likely to meet a sudden end than your wif e or girlf riend of an equivalent age is.
Bottom line: If you're the typical reader of this magazine, you're a prize candidate f or organ donation.
Somewhere a person in f ailing health is waiting f or the phone to ring. Also waiting are the members of a
specially trained surgical team, ready to roll at a moment's notice. Close at hand is one of those small ice
chests you've seen in T V medical dramas. A segment of the medical industry is waiting f or you to have a
serious accident. T hey must get to the hospital f ast, bef ore your internal organs go stale. And if you're not
quite dead when they get there, they may just go ahead and take your liver and kidneys and heart, settling the
matter once and f or all. It's the ugly side to organ donation its proponents don't like to talk about: By some
def initions, the leading cause of death among organ donors is the organ-donation procedure itself .
Opinion makers like Health and Human Services secretary Tommy T hompson describe organ donation as a
saintly act with no downside. T he gif t of lif e. Millions of reminders are mailed out with driver's license renewals
and tax f orms. T here are sign-up campaigns at banks and hospitals and consent f orms attached to
questionnaires you f ill out at the emergency room bef ore they treat the ankle you broke in Sunday's sof tball
game.
“T his is what Michael would have wanted,” says Susan McVey-Dillon, who signed just such a consent f orm
af ter her 14-year-old sustained f atal head injuries “just being a boy, doing what boys do” outside their home in
Downingtown, Pennsylvania. “Five people are alive today because of Michael,” she says. Like McVey-Dillon,
you're encouraged to think of yourself or your loved ones as “living on” through the organs you bequeath. Do
a quick web search and you'll f ind dozens of heartwarming sites telling “Tim's story” or “Maggie's story.” Most
of these sites are sponsored by local organ-procurement organizations, or OPOs.
T here is no lack of celebrity endorsements, either. During the Winter Olympics, much was made of Chris Kiug,
who medaled in snowboarding just 19 months af ter receiving a new liver. Michael Jordan has done publicservice spots urging would-be donors to apprise everyone of their intentions so f amily members are less likely
to withhold permission f or the procedure (permission is required by law. In more than half the cases, next of kin
ref use). Even Hollywood gets into the act. T he high cost of transplantation surgery drove Denzel Washington

to extremes in John Q, which chronicled one f ather's over-the-top ef f orts (he held the ER staf f hostage) to
get his gravely ill son a new heart.
Given the hype, it seems cold-blooded and cruel to question the process of organ donation. Who wouldn't
want to help some suf f ering child live simply by giving up organs you no longer need? Too bad it's not as
simple as that. Many of the rules of this game—including the very def initions of lif e and death— are written in
f ine print. Other rules have been changed to make it easy f or you and the rest of America to keep on giving. So
bef ore you check that box, you might want to know just where the medical establishment draws the line
between you, the critically injured patient, and you, the collection of spare body parts. It's been done in such a
devious way that even avid transplantation supporters like Dr. Robert Truog, director of the multidisciplinary
intensive care unit at Boston's Children's Hospital and medical ethics prof essor
at Harvard, are lef t f eeling ambivalent. “We strive f or balance,” says Dr. Truog, searching f or just the right
words. “T here's an overwhelming need f or organs to transplant. Yet I groan when I read an article in the New
England Journal of Medicine, the most prestigious publication in the f ield, that claims there is no longer any
controversy about brain death.”
T hough it's not the kind of thing the medical establishment is eager to publicize, there has long been an
arbitrariness to policies governing clinical determinations of death. “One hospital wanted to implement a new
standard that would declare a person dead with a f ive- or seven-minute absence of a pulse,” says Carmen
Marino, a f ormer prOsecutor f or Ohio's Cuyahoga County and one of a number of law-enf orcement of f icials
who have challenged the medical community's willingness to alter current def initions of death. “T he organs that
are most susceptible to blood deprivation af ter death are the heart and the liver. T he liver-transplant doctors
said, 'T hat's too long. If we wait f ive or seven minutes, we're not going to have a usef ul organ anymore. Let's
make it two minutes.' And that was that.” As a result, concludes Marino, “You go without a pulse f or two
minutes in some hospitals, you're dead. T hey take your organs. In other places, at two minutes, they're still
trying to revive you.”
T he reason f or hushing up such f acts is simple, says Stuart Youngner, director of the Center f or Biomedical
Ethics at Case Western Reserve University:
“T he OPOs are af raid that if we have these discussions publicly, it will slow down donations dramatically.”
T here's no question that the need f or transplantable organs is critical. As of March 2002, almost 80,000
Americans were seeking new organs. Most (50,000) need kidneys. T hough waiting times vary greatly by region,
kidney patients commonly wait two years f or a suitable organ. A f our-year wait is not unheard of .
Many can't wait. Each day, about 16 recipient candidates succumb to their various illnesses. According to the
United Network f or Organ Sharing, 5842 people died while awaiting transplants in 2000. Since 1986, the
Virginia-based nonprof it agency has tracked and overseen the nation's donor system under contract to HHS.
T he UNOS grid divides the U.S. into 11 geographic regions, encompassing more than 400 assorted OPOs,
medical f acilities, organ-matching laboratories and related enterprises. UNOS also spends some of its f unds
proselytizing, which paid of f in a 59 percent uptick in donations during the Nineties—barely a dent in the
f ivef old increase in new patients queuing up f or spare parts. T hings aren't getting any better. “I expect the
waiting list to reach 300,000 within f ive years if we don't change how we do things,” says Dallas orthopedist
Phil Berry, a liver recipient and past president of the Texas Medical Association.
Ef f orts to procure organs have relied entirely on the goodwill of potential donors. T he National Organ
Transplant Act of 1984 made it illegal to sell human organs and tissues (that didn't stop the enterprising
Floridian who tried to peddle a kidney on eBay in 1999. Bidding approached $6 million bef ore eBay put a stop to
it). Upon taking of f ice last year, Secretary T hompson made the ef f ort to increase organ donations a top
priority. T hompson came to HHS af ter championing the same cause as the governor of Wisconsin, which

boasts America's most aggressive transplantation program.
Yet the chronic shortage has f ostered a worrisome sense of entitlement among many transplant activists. T his
in turn has f ostered hysterical rhetoric—like that of Roger Evans, a private investigator who in December 2001
spoke at an HHS advisory meeting f or increasing donations. “When a f amily ref uses to donate a loved one's
organs, it's f unctionally equivalent to a homicide,” said Evans.
Worse, the shortf all has produced a campaign that seeks to quell the public's f ears by reducing controversies
to a series of dubious black-and-white truths. Honest questions like “Will my decision to become a donor
af f ect the care I receive?” or “Will it cost my heirs anything if I donate my organs?” or even “Can I be sure my
gif t will be used?” elicit simplistic—if not patently f alse—answers. It's no surprise that in a recent poll, 81
percent of Americans said they “support the donation of organs f or transplant.” T he problem is, most people
are unaware of just how emergency room physicians determine when to start pulling organs out of bodies, and
what the ramif ications of their actions are.
One popular belief peddled by the transplantation community is that brain death is as much a bedrock medical
concept as conventional cardiac death. By those terms, a brain-dead patient is dead. Period.
In f act, brain death is an expedient “medical f iction,” to use Stuart Youngner's phrase, invented to enable
physicians to declare patients dead in a timely f ashion and in a controlled environment.
It would also be nice to know that your gif t of lif e may saddle your f amily with debt. According to a website
maintained by HHS, “T he donor's f amily does not pay f or the cost of the organ donation. All costs related to
donation of organs and tissues are paid by the recipient.” It's true that charges specif ically labeled as
transplantation costs pass to the OPO. But charges in this category aren't always labeled as such. Because
medical care of a critical patient is a continuum, f amily members may get stuck with f ees incurred af ter doctors
stopped seeing him as a patient and he turns into “a container of biologically usef ul materials,” a phrase
attributed to noted bioethicist Arthur Caplan. A study by the University of Pennsylvania trauma unit examined
the medical records of 31 catastrophically injured organ donors admitted to the Penn system between 1991
and 1995. T he researchers f ound an average of $16,645 billed to the f amilies of patients f or procedures that
should have been charged to OPOs.
Potential donors aren't told their organs won't necessarily go to the patients who need them most. George
Agich, director of bioethics f or the Cleveland Clinic (consistently ranked as America's number one heart center)
explains:
“T here are a lot of small programs in the U.S. that are eager to compete with larger centers that have
reputations. Because they want good results, they may not give organs to the sickest patients.” Between 1995
and 2000, the typical patient needing a new heart would wait about 35 weeks at the Cleveland Clinic. Had that
same patient enrolled across the state line at the University of Pittsburgh Medical Center, his wait would have
stretched to 35 months. Worse, organs may not go to anyone at all, perhaps because your local transplant
center's only heart surgeon was on vacation that day. In f act, according to a 1997 article in the Cleveland Plain
Dealer, the “nonmedical rejection rate of donor organs is nearly 25 percent.”
T hen there is the procedure itself , which can look like anything but an operation on a dead body. For example,
in Charleston, South Carolina a 16-year-old girl was shot in the head. At the time of hospital admission she
was showing signs of lif e—she was moving and breathing. T hough a CAT scan showed the bullet lodged in her
skull, it had skirted major blood vessels, and the brain itself appeared remarkably intact. T hat didn't stop
attending physicians f rom declaring her dead two hours later. She was rushed to an operating room, where
surgeons opened her abdomen and cut assorted arteries
in order to remove both kidneys and her spleen. When the ventilator was shut of f , she f ailed to breathe—no

big shock, since the transplant team also bisected her diaphragm. Even af ter this f ull-scale assault on her
body, 14 minutes passed bef ore the girl's heart gave out. Finally, mercif ully, she was dead.
“What the hell are they trying to do, kill people?” T he question stuck in Cuyahoga prosecutor Carmen Man-no's
head, and his craw. It was the morning of September 10, 1996, and Marino had spent 90 minutes listening to
two of his constituents voice concerns about a new medical protocol they had uncovered. T he procedure was
ab6ut to be implemented at the most august piece of medical real estate under Marino's jurisdiction, the
Cleveland Clinic. Nearing the end of a successf ul three-decade career, Marino had no desire to square of f with
the clinic. But what he'd just heard led him to a startling realization: that if the protocol were implemented, he
would f ile homicide charges against the physicians at the Cleveland Clinic.
In attendance at the meeting were graduate student Peggy Bargholt and Bargholt's prof essor at Cleveland
State University, Mary Ellen Waithe, who also served as the school's director of advanced studies in bioethics.
It was Bargholt who, the previous f all, had learned of the new protocol.
Like Marino, Bargholt wasn't looking f or a f ight. She'd always been a vocal advocate of transplantation, and
she had given much more than lip service to the movement. Fif teen years earlier her three-year-old had died of
a brain hemorrhage linked to a congenital def ect. She donated his organs and became one of the f irst mothers
to go public with her story. Subsequently, Bargholt worked f or Lif eBanc (a regional OPO) and spoke on behalf
of transplantation. She'd also put considerable energy into Family Lodge, her proposed low-cost hospice f or
patients and f amilies awaiting transplants at the Cleveland Clinic.
Friends at Lif eBanc told Bargholt that the new protocol would save lives by deepening the pool of potential
donors. T he document's chief author was Dr. James Mayes, who is director of Lif eBanc and a top surgeon at
the clinic. Dr. Mayes had based his work on the regimen used at the University of Wisconsin, the so-called
“church of transplantology.”
T he deeper Bargholt got into the document, the more uneasy she f elt. T he protocol was designed f or patients
who had suf f ered catastrophic head injuries and required ventilator support
but were not yet certif iably brain-dead. It recommended inf using such patients with two drugs, Regitine and
heparin. Bargholt, a one-time nursing student, wondered why they'd be giving such large doses of a blood
thinner like heparm to comatose patients with cranial bleeding. Something else bothered her:
T he protocol told doctors to make decisions about the presence or absence of a heartbeat by f eeling f or a
pulse at the carotid artery. She thought, My God, you're at the Cleveland Clinic. Why go groping around
somebody's neck? Hook him up to a heart monitor!
Bargholt went on to read how doctors would wheel patients into an operating room and turn of f the ventilator.
T he patient's heart, deprived of oxygen, would stop. Two minutes later, surgeons would begin the harvest.
Such patients would become, in the odd lexicon of the transplantation community, NHBD — non-heart-beating
donors.
By the time she f inished reading the document, Bargholt f elt shaky. She recalls, “Under this protocol, I didn't
know if the patients would actually be dead when the surgery started. And if they weren't, I couldn't get past the
thought that the transplant surgery might be what killed them”
She made a presentation on the protocol to her bioethics class. Waithe was stunned. T he two women resolved
to get to the bottom of things—albeit discreetly. T his was, af ter all, the Cleveland Clinic.
T hey soon learned that Regitine, or phentolamine mesylate, was an obsolete blood vessel dilator now used in
minute dosages as an injectable alternative to Viagra. It had f allen out of f avor in hospital settings because of
its severe side ef f ects. Phentolamine could cause a precipitous drop in blood pressure—and possible cardiac

arrest—even in its usual therapeutic dosage of f ive milligrams. T he protocol called f or twice that. Waithe's
mention of the phentolamine regimen to someone at the FDA elicited this reaction: What are they trying to do,
kill people? Bargholt got the same response f rom a f riend who worked f or the state pharmacy board (which in
Ohio has police powers not unlike the DEA).
It became clear that neither phentolamine nor heparin was the usual choice f or people with grave head injuries.
For such patients, the drugs could have disastrous ef f ects, f looding an already bloated cranial cavity with
more f luid while masking signs of lif e by muting the carotid pulse—the pulse doctors were told to f eel f or.
Convinced that they were onto something, Bargholt and Waithe draf ted a critical paper f or the Journal of the
American Medical Association. In May 1996, the same month they submitted their paper, they approached the
Ohio attorney general's of f ice. T hey spent the next several months trying to get a straight answer f rom both
parties. By mid-July JAMA had rejected the article, while the attorney general's of f ice was giving them the “dog
ate my homework” treatment, says Waithe. T he f ollowing month Bargholt's contact at the pharmacy board
arranged a meeting with her supervisor. T hey all drove separately to the Ohio boondocks. Af ter a f our-hour
cloak-and-dagger session that Waithe describes as “right out of Silkwood,” the pharmacy board
representatives agreed that if procedures outlined in the protocol were taking place, they could be construed
as criminal.
On September 10, Waithe and Bargholt went to see Carmen Marino.
Marino and his staf f spent the ensuing weeks studying trauma care and transplantation. T he prosecutor
discovered that the mortal enemy of internal organs was a condition called warm ischemia, or deprivation of
blood and oxygen due to diminished blood f low. T he longer an organ was deprived, the less viable it was. He
also learned that transplant specialists measured viability in minutes, not hours. It was crucial to keep organs
bathed in blood as long as possible. T hat explained why, in brain-dead patients, surgeons allowed the heart to
continue beating even while they took other organs. It also explained the proposed use of phentolamine and
heparin.
Marino contacted the prosecutor's of f ice in Madison, Wisconsin, whose university's procedures had inspired
the Lif eBanc document. “T hat's medical stuf f ,” he was told, “we don't interf ere.” Somebody else he talked to
shrugged the whole thing of f . “It was like, 'What's the big deal?” Marino recalls. “If their respirators are turned
of f , they'll die anyway, right?”
Marino knew that seriously injured people of ten needed cardiorespiratory support while their brains healed. In
time, they might return to f ull f unction. Or they might end up grotesquely impaired. Or they might die. In any
case, he thought, what business did these administrators have deciding whose lif e was worth saving?
Af ter satisf ying himself that the protocol hadn't yet been implemented—if it had, he would have gone straight
to the grand jury—Marino requested a meeting. “I know doctors and lawyers don't get along real well,” he says
now, “but let me tell you, there are some of the most arrogant sons of bitches you'll ever come across at the
Cleveland Clinic.”
Marino said that the doctors were outraged—at him, at the “traitorous”Bargholt, at the f act that Marino's
of f ice had the balls to go snooping around without “consulting” them f irst. “T his one guy gets up and says,
basically, 'How dare you conf ront us on this. We're f ainous doctors, and this is our business. Who are you to
tell us what we can and can't do?' And he says how he's going to 'challenge' us.
“I stared at him and said, 'Look, you can do that if you want. Just understand, f riend, that the challenge is going
to take place in a courtroom, with a charge of homicide. And any doctor who participates in operations under
this new protocol will be an accessory to that homicide!” Marino remembers the way he and the doctor glared at
each other until someone on the clinic side f inally said, “Don't worry about it, Carmen, it's OK. We're not going

to go that route.”
Today, Marino says the clinic's about-f ace allowed him to go into retirement f eeling vindicated. “Doctors
shouldn't be in the business of rounding down patients' lives to a lower number,” he says. “People are entitled
to live until they actually die.”
For Bargholt, though, it was a Pyrrhic victory. She stopped getting invitations to transplantation f unctions. An
erstwhile f riend accused her of being responsible f or the death of a teen who'd been awaiting a transplant at
the clinic but couldn't get one because the scandal caused donations to drop. She was even voted of f the
board of Family Lodge by some of the same people she'd recruited as directors. “I was blackballed,” she says,
“because I wanted doctors to make sure people were dead bef ore they took their organs.”
December 3, 1967 was when def initions of lif e and death began to be seen as negotiable. T hat was the day
South Af rican surgeon Christiaan Barnard upstaged his more celebrated American rivals by perf orming the f irst
human-to-human heart transplant. Technically, the era of organ donorship had begun with a series of
experimental kidney transplants at Harvard a decade earlier. But the notion that the American Express card of
body parts—the one item you don't want to leave home without— could be transf erred f rom one patient to
another instantly captivated the public.
It also meant that in order f or patient B to go on living, patient A had to die.
Of course, there weren't enough patient A's to f eed the burgeoning demand. One of the chief stumbling blocks
was the cardiopulmonary def inition of death: Patient A's heart had to stop beating f or him to be considered
dead, and hearts could be stubborn that way. Even when protracted legal wrangling yielded authority to pull the
plug, sometimes patients still didn't die (the most f amous being Karen Ann Quinlan, who lived f or
nine years af ter she was taken of f lif e support). In many cases, by the time the heart stops, most other major
organs have already f ailed.
Finally, if the heart were lef t alone there'd be no way the transplantation team could be Johnny-on-the-spot
with its scalpels and ice chests. “A patient who's brought into the emergency room DOA is usually not a suitable
organ donor,” says Dr. Ake Grenvik, f ounding member and past president of the Society of Critical Care
Medicine. “We don't know how long he's been dead, and a stale organ is of no use.”
Enter Harvard. In 1968 a committee at the venerable medical school took it upon itself to resolve questions
surrounding a second type of death that had been hotly debated but never endorsed as a premise f or
pronouncing someone legally dead. Harvard's report, titled A Def inition of Irreversible Coma, ended up citing
two reasons to def ine irreversible coma as a new criterion f or death: (1) “increased ef f orts to save those who
are desperately injured,” a ref erence to the high costs of lif e support, and (2) “controversy in obtaining organs
f or transplantation.”
Cynics look back on the Harvard milestone as a case in which a f ar-reaching medical judgment was made
largely, if not purely, f or nonmedical reasons. Stuart Youngner is blunt: “T he thrust of the Harvard decision
was, 'Let's call them dead so we can't be accused of killing them when we take their organs.”
Nonetheless, once Harvard of f icially posited the concept of brain death, somebody had to prove it existed.
T he most cited work in the slender literature of brain death is known to insiders as the Collaborative Study. In
1977, researchers looked at 503 patients suspected of brain death. T hey were tested stringently f or pupil
dilation, apnea (loss of the ability to breathe) and other qualities identif ied with brain f unction. If these tests
lef t any doubt, researchers ordered cerebral blood-f low studies, or CBFs, which Dr. Grenvik calls “the gold
standard” of brain diagnostics. Of the original pool of 503 patients, 187 met the criteria f or brain death (as
initially established by researchers), and 185 of them died. T he study became the basis f or brain-death
standards issued by the National Institutes of Health.

But two of the 187 “brain dead” patients had survived. It seems reasonable to inf er f rom the movement's
hallmark study that even under the most exacting circumstances, such diagnoses miss the mark about one
percent of the time. T hat's one in 100 patients. And that's if we conf ine ourselves to the 187 patients who
“made the cut.” If you work f rom the original 503 suspected brain deaths, the implications are scary. Waithe, f or
example, cites published literature on the not-quite-brain-dead patients who
would have been covered under the Cleveland protocol. “Ninety-six percent die,” she says, “which also means
that f our percent would survive. T hat's f our homicides Out of 100. If there were a nurse at the clinic who killed
f our patients,” she says, “it would be headline news.”
What's more, 226 patients were autopsied under the Collaborative Study, with total brain destruction
documented in just 40 percent of them. Ten percent had no apparent brain pathology. In any case, the results
were recommended f or larger clinical trials.
Although we're still waiting f or those clinical trials, Harvard's watershed position on brain death became
codif ied in a terse document called the Unif orm Determination of Death Act. Draf ted in 1980 by the National
Conf erence of Commissioners of State Laws, the UDDA was soon embraced by both the American Medical
Association and the American Bar Association and now is the sine qua non of death determination in all 50
states. It reads as f ollows: “An individual who has sustained either (1) irreversible cessation of circulatory and
respiratory f unctions, or (2) irreversible cessation of all f unctions of the entire brain, including the brain stem,
is dead. A determination of death must be made in accordance with accepted medical standards.”
It's those f inal three words that make insomniacs out of some observers. Leaving it to “accepted medical
standards” might be f ine, they'll tell you, if there were unif orm standards, or unanimity about the average
clinician's ability to apply them.
T hanks to the f uzziness of the concept itself , more than two dozen sets of criteria f or determining brain
death are used nationwide. Using these criteria, doctors apply various combinations of tests to ascertain
destruction of the brain stem, which governs breathing, heartbeat, body temperature and other critical survival
f unctions. T hey test f or so-called pupillary response by shining a light in the eye and noting the reaction. T hey
f lood the ear canal with ice water to see if the patient f linches. At some point, they temporarily disconnect the
ventilator to see if the patient takes a breath on his own. T he period of time they're required to wait bef ore
writing down a negative result (thereby writing of f the patient) is spelled out in the hospital's guidelines. It
varies widely. So does the interval the clinician must wait, af ter the absence of a palpable heartbeat, bef ore
declaring the patient dead.
Tellingly, most hospitals now regard electroencephalograms (which determine the presence of brain waves) and
cranial blood-f low studies as “ancillary” procedures. Neither is necessary f or a f ormal f inding of death. Of the
many criticisms lodged against brain-death standards, absence of these conf irming diagnostic steps is the
most serious.
Sometimes, it appears the transplant teams themselves want to hedge their bets. In Marino's investigation of
the Cleveland Clinic, there was the little matter of the morphine drip: T he supposedly dead patients might still
be inf used with morphine while awaiting transplant. Marino wondered, Now why would they give “dead” people
morphine? If the guy's dead, he shouldn't be in pain, should he? Nobody of f ered a convincing answer, so
Marino supplies one himself . “What they won't say aloud,” he says, “is, 'In case we're going too f ast here, the
morphine will kill any pain.”
T he brain-dead patient may also exhibit movements that look suspiciously lif elike, which the transplantation
community takes great pains to persuade doctors to ignore. Here's a section f rom the University of Buf f alo's
Voluntary Consensus Guidelines f or the Determination of Death:

Deep tendon ref lexes including stereotypic triple f lexor responses in the lower extremities are compatible with
brain death. T hese include spontaneous slow movements of an arm or leg. Bizarre movements of entirely
spinal origin may sometimes occur in brain-dead patients. Also, coordinated movements can occur with
shoulder elevation and adduction, back arching and the appearance of intercostal muscle contraction. Finally, in
a f ew patients, the “Lazarus sign” may develop when the ventilator is permanently disconnected; the head and
torso may f lex and f or a f ew seconds rise f rom the bed with arms outstretched.
T he ref usal of supposedly dead patients to just lie there and accept death with dignity caused quite a stir in
the UK a f ew years back, leading to f renzied speculation about whether organ donors actually f eel their organs
being removed.
Anesthesiologist Philip Keep told the BBC that “nurses get really upset. You stick the knif e in, and the pulse
and blood pressure shoot up.” In an ef f ort to squelch such disturbing manif estations, many British hospitals
administer anesthesia prior to harvest. As Dr. Keep noted (without apparent irony), “If you don't give anything
at all, the patient will start moving and wriggling around and it's impossible to do the operation.”
Is the average doctor sophisticated enough to dif f erentiate between these ersatz signs of lif e and, well, lif e?
T he annals of medicine abound with colorf ul stories of corpses who later prove to be less dead than doctors
had thought. T here's the 20-year-old Illinois man whose demise did not prevent him f rom coughing as a
transplant team was about to excise his kidneys. And the Nashville man, “dead” f or nine hours,
who halted preparations to take his liver when he twitched his right f oot.
Marino tells the story of the Toledo man who shot a woman in the head. “T he hospital declared her brain-dead.
Surgeons did the harvest. But just bef ore they made the decision to cut, a neurosurgeon had examined the
woman. When he f ound out later about the harvest, he was f urious. He says, 'T his woman might have been
blind in one eye or had other problems, but I think we could have salvaged her!' So when the man is charged
with murder, the def ense had the neurosurgeon and other experts testif y~' that what actually caused the
woman's death was not the gunshot but the harvest. Now they got the guy on f elonious assault, but they
didn't get him f or murder.”
Even when working with kids, whose brains are f ar more resilient than adults', clinicians slip. One recent study
of 16 random pediatric intensive care units showed that key tests f or brain death went undone 20 to 50
percent of the time.
T he demand f or organs isn't likely to ebb. With people living longer, chances are one or more of your parts will
wear out bef ore your chassis goes. And more people living longer means f ewer people dying and donating
organs. Something has to give.
T he emphasis may shif t to living donations, which, in f act, already supply about half of all organs f or
transplant. T his became a trend once doctors realized that the liver, unique among human organs, could
regenerate itself , reaching near-normal size in both donor and recipient in six to eight weeks. Yet that picture
has been clouded by a recent high-prof ile living-donor death at New York's elite Mount Sinai Hospital.
Others advocate a switch to a “presumed consent” system, whereby organs are subject to harvest unless the
patient has explicitly ref used. T hough the practice is common in Europe, many observers f ind its application
unlikely here. “We're so strongly committed to individual f reedom that we don't want the government making
those decisions f or us,” says George Agich of the Cleveland Clinic. T he AMA and the American Society of
Transplant Surgeons express qualif ied support f or compensating donor f amilies in some token way. Likely
incentives could include tax credits, or the approach taken last year by the Pennsylvania legislature—a $300
stipend f or f uneral expenses. However, the latter measure was never enacted because of charges that it skirts
the 1984 law barring sales of organs. Organ selling has proved to be a dirty business overseas, where,

apparently, the donor isn't always asked f irst. A cover story in Insight about organ harvests in China quoted an
inf ormant: “In order to preserve the eyes, the prisoner was shot in the heart. If they need the heart, the
prisoner wouldbe shot in the head.”
Many look to research and development f or long-term solutions. Cloning, cryogenics and stem-cell research
show promise. Dr. Truog believes that within a generation or so, xenotransplantation— using organs f rom
other species, notably pigs—may make the current controversy a quaint memory.
In the meantime, he'd like to see more ef f ort put into public education about organ transplants. He's taken his
share of heat f or such candor. As Peggy Bargholt also learned, the transplantation movement isn't known f or
tolerating dissent. Still, there are times when even the most zealous industry insiders reveal in of f hand speech
what they go to extraordinary lengths to deny in the cold print of their protocols. A transplant surgeon will tell
the f amily of a patient, “Your brother is brain-dead, but we're keeping him alive on a respirator.” A trauma nurse
will tell her replacement during a shif t change that a patient is “dead, but
not dead-dead.” To Truog, the semantic conf usion highlights the f laws of today's contrived standards f or
closing the book on patients. “T he trouble is,” he says, “there are things we don't know that we're pretending
we do know.”
With medicine steadily extending the boundaries of lif e, saving people once thought unsalvageable, does the
word hopeless still have meaning? If it does, should it be applied as liberally as the transplantation community
would like? You'd think not. Yet, if anything, transplantation's advocates would have us pull the plug on more
people, not f ewer.
Many doctors reduce such arguments to an analysis of the odds. T hey'll tell you, “One kid came back af ter
being f rozen f or a couple of hours. But what are the odds f or everyone else?”
T he question is whether you're comf ortable playing the odds when the bet is on your lif e.
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